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FastReport is a
professional, versatile

reporting software
consisting of a set of
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tools for accessing and
using various data
sources and report

formats. This product
can interact with any
database, access to
remote data through

web services, and can be
installed on any

operating system to
enable its use as a
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server product. •
Manages different types
of document formats and
supports export for print
output. • Interacts with
Microsoft Office files,
creates new files or

saves them in formats
that can be read by

Office applications. •
Supports any form of
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local or remote data –
from database sources to
web services and more.
• Implements text and

image formats for
editing, formatting, and
printing. • Supports a

wide range of document
formats – from binary to
XML. • Supports the full

Microsoft Office output. •
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Allows creation of a
personalized and

professional report in
any format. • Includes an

extensive library of
predesigned reports for

different purposes. •
Supports full line of

pagination, headers and
footers. • Has an

extensive form and
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report designer which
can be used to

manipulate reports
either from scratch or

from existing designs. •
Designed to be easy to

use, it is a software
application that

seamlessly integrates
with Visual Studio, and
does not require any
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programming skills to
create reports or modify
existing ones. • Suitable
for any level of user. •

Available for all
platforms supported by

Microsoft.NET
framework. • Can be
used by either single
report, or to create

complex report layouts
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that can be further
customized. • Built-in

functions allow
customization of reports
for the exact needs of

the projects and users. •
It is an OLE component,

which can be used to
create reports for
Microsoft Office

applications. • Comes
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with the source code, so
adding or removing
components can be

done. • It is compatible
with all popular data
sources including MS

Access, MS SQL Server,
MySQL, MySQL CE,

Oracle, Firebird, Foxpro,
DataSet or custom data

source. • FastReport
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supports features that
include a tree view or

matrix, embedded data,
dynamic data table, a

sophisticated wizard that
can be used for data

entry as well as complex
filtering, sorting and
filtering of data and
parameterization. •
Allows the export of
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reports to PDF, RTF, DOC
and HTML, as well as to
MS Office as a native file

format, and as XML. •
Contains several wizards
and tools for complete

design and layout
control. • Supports

design of custom report
fields and controls. •

Allows
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FastReport.Net Latest

FastReport.Net consists
of a set of complex tools
that target developers in
need of a comprehensive
reporting solution. It can

be used together with
Visual Studio in the

making of application-
independent reports. It is
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part of the FastReport
family of products,

alongside versions for
Mono, VCL, or FMX (for

RAD Studio XE) and
provides full source

code, which means its
functionality can be

customized and
extended to match any
taste. FastReport.Net
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was developed as an
initiative to provide
programmers with a

reporting solution that
can connect to

databases and fetch
data, add forms to

existing reports, as well
as to manipulate various
document formats which

includes viewing,
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printing and exporting
altogether.

FastReport.Net consists
of three main

components that are
interconnected, working

together in order to
produce professional and
completely manageable
reports. The first one is
the Demo component,
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which provides access to
a collection of sample
reports which can be

further customized and
used as a reference point

for future projects.
However, creating a new

report from scratch is
made possible via the

Designer section, which
nicely puts together a
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very rich array of
features that can be

used to output
personalized content.
You can insert text,
pictures, shapes,

subreports, tables,
matrixes, barcodes,

charts, maps and even
gauges and export or

print it easily. The third
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of the components is the
Viewer, with possibilities
to load and read reports
created previously with
the Designer. Moreover,

you can email the
existing report or
watermark it for

copyright protection.
Overall, FastReport.Net

provides a rich and
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unique architecture that
can work to the

advantage of any
developer, seeing as it is
highly extensible. It uses

managed code, thus
resulting in a high

degree of productivity
and application security.

Key features: * Fully
customizable reports
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that can be created from
databases and various

document formats *
Subreports, matrixes,
gauges and embeds *

Style-based reports with
rich features * Full

source code available *
Empowers developers
with the functionality

they need
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FastReport.Net is an
object-oriented reporting

tool that supports
working with the

following databases:
Oracle 9i, 10g, 11g, 12c
and DB2 LUW 9.7 and
10. This application

provides the following
features: * Native

DataSet support * Native
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Windows Dialog support
* FastReport designer *
Full language support:

C#, SQL and VB *
Support for unlimited
number of reports and

datareader/dataset
controls b7e8fdf5c8
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FastReport.Net Free Download

FastReport.Net consists
of a set of complex tools
that target developers in
need of a comprehensive
reporting solution. It can
be used together with
Visual Studio in the
making of application-
independent reports. It is
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part of the FastReport
family of products,
alongside versions for
Mono, VCL, or FMX (for
RAD Studio XE) and
provides full source
code, which means its
functionality can be
customized and
extended to match any
taste. FastReport.Net
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was developed as an
initiative to provide
programmers with a
reporting solution that
can connect to
databases and fetch
data, add forms to
existing reports, as well
as to manipulate various
document formats which
includes viewing,
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printing and exporting
altogether.
FastReport.Net consists
of three main
components that are
interconnected, working
together in order to
produce professional and
completely manageable
reports. The first one is
the Demo component,
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which provides access to
a collection of sample
reports which can be
further customized and
used as a reference point
for future projects.
However, creating a new
report from scratch is
made possible via the
Designer section, which
nicely puts together a
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very rich array of
features that can be
used to output
personalized content.
You can insert text,
pictures, shapes,
subreports, tables,
matrixes, barcodes,
charts, maps and even
gauges and export or
print it easily. The third
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of the components is the
Viewer, with possibilities
to load and read reports
created previously with
the Designer. Moreover,
you can email the
existing report or
watermark it for
copyright protection.
Overall, FastReport.Net
provides a rich and
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unique architecture that
can work to the
advantage of any
developer, seeing as it is
highly extensible. It uses
managed code, thus
resulting in a high
degree of productivity
and application security.
Basic Functionality:
Reports
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[PoseidonReport]:
Gathers data from
several tables in a
database. It can be used
to gather data from a
table (1,2,3) or data can
be entered via an online
form. The form can be
used independently of
FastReport.Net.
[SampleForm]: This is a
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basic demo form that
can be used to gather
data from a single table.
[SampleFormReports]:
This is a simple form that
gathers data from a
table and then a report is
shown. The table is
displayed along with a
summary of the data it
contains. [MonoForm]:
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MonoForm is a simple
demo form that allows a
table to be displayed. It
does not provide any
data to be gathered.
[RepositoryForm]:

What's New In?

FastReport.Net
components The entire
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FastReport.Net library is
available under the GPL
license, which means
that anyone can freely
redistribute it or use it
for personal purposes. It
is compatible with every
version of Microsoft
Visual Studio and
Microsoft Visual FoxPro,
including the current
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versions. This library was
developed as a unified
platform, which means
that it is simple to use
and has been carefully
designed to work within
any environment. A
thorough documentation,
along with the source
code of this library, is
available online as well
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as through third-party
assemblies, which makes
this reporting solution a
breeze to work with.
FastReport.Net
Highlights:
FastReport.Net Features:
Supports object-based,
encapsulated events
Multi-threading
Scalability Complex
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reports Free and open-
source Extensible Access
to a huge number of
components and objects
Cross-platform RAD
Studio XE Productivity
Accelerators can extend
and customize
FastReport.Net Demo
component The
FastReport.Net Demo
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component contains a
set of sophisticated and
highly customizable
reports, which can be
used to quickly test the
features of the
FastReport.Net library. It
contains multiple sub-
components, which can
be used to make a
variety of reports. The
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components included in
the demo are:
ReportHeader
ReportFooter
ReportFooterWatermark
ReportTOC
ReportTOCDot1
ReportTOCDot2 For more
information about the
FastReport.Net Demo
component, see Using
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FastReport.Net Demo
Component. Component
Product Description
FileName Visual Studio
FastReport.Net
Designers rd\fastreportN
ET\vfproj\FastReport.Net.
Designers\Designers\De
moDesigner.exe Visual
FoxPro FastReport.Net
Designers .\fastreportNE
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T\vfproj\FastReport.Net.D
esigners\Designers\Dem
oDesigner.fpr Corporate
Quality Control (CQC)
Visual Studio
FastReport.Net
ReportingEngine rd\fastr
eportNET\vfproj\FastRep
ort.Net.ReportingEngine\
ReportingEngine\RpEngi
ne.exe For more
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information about the
FastReport.Net
Designers component,
see. Component
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System Requirements For FastReport.Net:

Windows OS X Windows
OS X Input Type:
Keyboard and Mouse
Joystick: Move Keyboard:
Type Gamepad: Move
Gamepad: Click Game
Requirements: What's in
the box: Xbox One
Controller (for Windows
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& macOS) Xbox One
Controller (for iOS) Xbox
One Controller (for
Android) Please note:
Xbox One Controller (iOS
and Android) will not ship
with a pairing cable. Also
please note, any
controllers without
Bluetooth connectivity
will not work
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